






Urban art and its evolution towards 
New Muralism is one of the most 
popular modern artistic trends currently 
transforming our cities.

The accessible nature of this type of artistic design has made 
it one of today’s most influential visual arts disciplines, 
achieving a new relationship between the larger public and 
contemporary art.

We find ourselves before a generation of artists who have 
moved modern-day aesthetic thought to public spaces, 
thus establishing an intrinsic relationship between art, 
architecture and urban landscapes.
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Spanish artist Okuda San 
Miguel is currently one of the 
most prominent contemporary 
muralists in the world.
With more than 20 years of experience, his work in public 
spaces can be found in over 80 cities, spanning more than 
30 countries.
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Okuda

Renowned for his large-scale projects, Okuda San Miguel is 
especially well known for his late 2015 transformation of an 
abandoned church - the Kaos Temple, as it came to be called - 
which has become a new icon of contemporary art.

Alongside his work in public spaces, in 2009, Okuda began 
developing a studio piece, and the result of this facet of his work 
is currently on display in galleries around the world.

His unique iconographic language, which 
uses geometric structures and multi-colored 
patterns and is present in cities throughout the 
world, has transformed him into one of today’s 
most acclaimed artists.
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In his work, multi-colored geometric architectures are mixed 
with organic shapes, nameless bodies, headless animals 
and symbols that provoke reflection through artistic pieces 
that could be classified as Pop Surrealism, but with a clear 
influence from the streets. His works often play with topics 
such as existentialism, the universe, infinity, the meaning of 
life, and the contradictions of fake freedom, demonstrating 
the conflict between modernity and our roots. Ultimately, 
between man and the world in which he lives.

“Two core ideas that 
guide both my artistic 
and personal path: 
positivism and the desire 
for self-improvement.”
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Introducing

A limited-edition line of laminates with 
exclusive designs by this artist, offering us a 
new type of collaboration between art, design 
and architecture.
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Get to know the 
creative universe of 
Okuda San Miguel 
with our collection 
of patterns, and 
collaborate with the 
artist to think of new 
spaces.

Formica Younique® by Okuda San Miguel offers four 
exclusive designs available in three sizes, which can be 
adapted to any interior or exterior project, ranging from 
large spaces to small applications.



Product Patterns Form
ica Younique x O

kuda San M
iguel

Color Dots

Multi-texture

Rainbow White

Okuda Skin
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This new product allows you 
to customize any space with 
the artist’s characteristic 
designs, while also offering 
all of the high-performance 
properties and durability of 
Formica® laminate.

A high quality, durable solution.

· Thermal resistance
· Moisture resistance
· Fire resistance
· Abrasion and scratch resistance
· Resistance to colour fading
· Ease of cleanliness and maintenance
· Cost effective with long life expectancy
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Products

In addition to granting you access to exclusive 
patterns, Formica Younique® by Okuda San 
Miguel allows you to create exclusive works of 
art completed by Okuda for your project.

Art in its purest state
Architecture and Design, united
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A new concept seeking collaboration 
between art, design and architecture 
which allows you to work alongside 
Okuda San Miguel to plan new spaces.
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s Formica Group and Okuda San Miguel 

have already collaborated on two solidarity 
projects in Madrid, both of which aim to 
demonstrate the transformative power of art to 
the children and teenagers at the San Carlos 
and Gregorio Marañón hospitals.

With the artist’s vision, we have been able to turn standard, 
monochromatic hospital rooms into spaces full of color, positive 
energy and optimism.
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Do you want 
to be 
Younique®?
The artist’s creativity and the way in which his work is 
able to transform spaces has led us to create the limited-
edition Formica Younique® by Okuda San Miguel line.

We invite you to be the one to design astonishing spaces 
in collaboration with Okuda San Miguel.



How do you define art?
Write your response here and tell us about it on Instagram

@formicagroupeu  ·  #YouArtYounique

“Defining art is like defining the 
state of one’s soul”



If you can dream it, you can do it.
Contact us and tell us about your project.

For more information, please contact us

Personalized designs
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Younique® by Formica Group is a high-pressure 
laminate with an image, photograph or illustration 
on its decorative surface. This image is “internally” 
incorporated into the structure; in other words, the image 
is not located on the surface, but rather “within” the 
laminate. This allows for a final product that maintains 
all of the strength, durability and guarantees associated 
with Formica® laminate. Younique laminate can be used 
with thin Formica® HPL laminate, with a single decorative 
side, or Formica® Compact, with one or two decorative 
sides, in different thicknesses and textures.

Formica Group products offer unbeatable solutions 
for almost any room or application. With their high 
resistance to impact and wear and tear, these 

laminates offer optimal performance surfaces that will 
continue to look great for years to come, requiring only 
the most basic care.

The surface is hygienic and easy to clean, which 
makes it extremely durable, as well as easy to take 
care of and maintain. 

Compact Younique laminate is especially suitable for 
particularly demanding environments, with high levels 
of impact, moisture or wear and tear. Most compact 
laminates are self-supporting (they do not need to 
rest on another type of support) and offer optimal 
performance throughout the entire lifespan of the 
application.

Compact Structural Laminate 
(double sided)

Compact Structural Laminate 
(single sided)

High Pressure Laminate 
(for bonding to a substrate)

Exterior Compact
Structural Laminate

Technical



Film Protector

Our laminates are always delivered with a film protector.

Surface Finishes

*Only for interiors. 
Other finishes may be 
available as custom 
orders.

Matte 58TM

GlossTM*
MAT
GLS

58
90

Description Name Code

Horizontal, General use, Standard
Horizontal, General use, Fireproof
Compact, General use, Standard
Compact, General use, Fireproof
For exteriors, Intense use, Standard

HGS
HGF
CGS
CGF
EDS

0,7 - 3
0,7 - 3
4 - 20
4 - 20
6, 8, 10

Grades Description of grades Thickness (mm)

2150 x 950    2090 x 920
2350 x 1300   2290 x 1270
3050 x 1300   2990 x 1270
3600 x 1400*   3540 x 1370*

Sizes of finished boards and 
maximum printing areas are 
always centered in terms of 
length and width.

Size of the sheet (mm) Maximum printing area

Formica Group is certified by the FSC® and meets all FSC requirements. The network of European Formica Group locations is 
detailed in certificate # TT-COC-003588.
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Belgium
Tel: +32 28081964
contact.belgie@formica.com
Denmark
Tel: +45 89872925
info.danmark@formica.com
Finland
Tel: +358 942454660
info.finland@formica.com
France
Tel: +33 977554783
service.echantillons@formica.com
Germany
Tel: +49 1803676422
kontakt.deutschland@formica.com
Italy
Tel: +39 0687502115
italia@formica.com
Morocco
Tel: +44 1916220109
administration.maroc@formica.com

Netherlands
Tel: +31 704134820 / +31 707100150
contact.nederland@formica.com
Norway
Tel: +47 80013016
info.norge@formica.com
Poland
Tel: +48 223079624
info.polska@formica.com
Russia
Tel: +44 1912593118
csd.russia@formica.com
Spain
Tel: +34 961140414
contact.es@formica.com
Sweden
Tel: +46 844680611
info.sverige@formica.com
UK & Ireland
Tel: +44 1916220096
business.development@formica.com

Formica, the Formica Anvil Device and Vivix are registered trademarks of The Diller Corporation 
© 2018 The Diller Corporation

formica.com


